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During last 20 years in Russian Federation many agricultural lands were abandoned.
For example in Republic Mari E (fig.1) in 2010 comparing to 2007 there was decrease of about 37 000 ha
of agricultural lands. Quite a big share of such abandoned agricultural lands is overgrown by trees
and shrubs. According to the official statistics of the Republic Mari El (State report ….., 2009)
the overall area of agricultural lands that will be taken by forest species under the current scenario
of economy activity will be more than 200 thousand ha (25% of all agricultural lands )
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Fig. 3. Field sampling on the abandoned lands of Sernur district

Fig. 1. Study area on the map of Russia

Thematic map of the reforestation on the investigation areas
was created by the supervised classification on the base
of “testing sites”, indentified on the satellite images (fig. 4)
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The aim of this research is to identify abandoned agricultural lands reforested
by young pine (Pinus Sylvestris) and birch (Betula Pendula) stands in the different
districts of Republic Mari El with the use of high resolution ALOS satellite images (fig. 2).
To reach the aim we fulfilled following tasks:
1)To estimate the reforestation on the abandoned agricultural lands by pioneer species
on the territory of Orhanski, Yurino, Kilemari, Sernur and Paranga districts
of the republic by establishing sample plots.
2)To reveal this areas on the ALOS satellite images for creation of “testing sites” in ENVI-4.7
(Environment for the visualizing images).
3)To produce thematic map of the investigated regions by the supervised classification
and to figure out the reforested areas on the abandoned lands with the use
of program packages ENVI-4.7 and ArcGIS-9.3.

Fig. 4. Testing sites on ALOS image for the classes in color:
brown – young pine trees, blue – young birch trees,
magenta – bushes,cyan - bogs.
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Fig. 5. Thematic maps on the base of ALOS images on the territory of Sernur (a), Paranga (b),
Kilemari (c) and Yurino (d) districts of the Republic Mari El: blue –reforestation by birch, brown – young pine.

Fig. 2. Alos images on the map of Republic Mari El
The

Several types of ground data have been used as reference data
for mapping reforestation change including forest inventory maps
and database, land-use surveys (fig.3), plot measurements
and transects.

results of the research show great changes in reforestation taking place on abandoned agricultural lands in the different districts of the Republic Mari El (Fig. 5).
Particularly large areas of birch young stands was found in Paranga and Sernur municipal districts, which used to be agricultural territories of the Republic.
Pine stands are covering 12.9 thousand ha of the abandoned areas on these districts in the borders of the satellite images, while birch is dominating on the
30.5 thousand ha. The birch is also dominating in the abandoned agricultural lands of Orshanski (5.6 thousand ha) and Kilemarski (3.7 thousand ha) districts.
Pine stands are very seldom on these territories. In Yurino region regeneration mainly takes place along the Vetluga River on the sandy soils, where pine is
dominating on 2.3 thousand ha.

